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SEARCH HISTORIES OF OUR 
NATION’S LEADERS

In case you haven’t heard the election was on Tuesday. No wait, it was on Wednesday. Or 
was it Thursday? Oh that’s right, it is all of those days because it has turned into a never 
ending cycle of anticipation and anxiety. All jokes aside, I hope everyone is coping well and 
just trying to be patient. While we wait the results, I have put together a list of what are the 
likely google search histories of our potential leaders. Here’s hoping we have results soon. If 
not, the Bullsheet staff is more than happy to take on the role of leading this country.

-Katie Kerrigan, Head Writer

Trump:
-What is the electoral college?
-How many states are there?
-How to convince Puerto Ricans to 
vote for me?
-Do British people vote in the U.S. 
election?
-How to write victory speech?
-What is the name of that bubbly 
drink people have when they celebrate 
something?
-How to pop the “Champagne” bever-
age?
-What do the blue and red colors on 
the map mean?
-Where is Pennsylvania?
-What is “Joe” short for?
-Who is this man they keep calling 
cheeto?
-Zillow: homes for sale in DC area
-Is it legal to date your daughter?
-Who did Milania vote for?
-Do masks actually stop Covid-19?
-Can you drink hand sanitizer to stop 
Covid?
-Is Hawaii a state?
-Is Alaska a state?
-Does Canada vote in the U.S. elec-
tion?
-Is Scranton, Pennsylvania a real 
place?
-What to do when you lose a big con-
test?
-If I lose the election, can I still be 
president?

Biden:
-How fast can I move into the White 
House?
-Does the White House have a doggy 
door?
-Population of Nevada
-how many votes do I need to win 
Nevada?
-When does the election end?
-Is Trump a real person?
-What state is Trump from?
-What is Trump’s first name?
-How to be a good leader?
-Obama’s secrets for success
-Should I sell my home if I move to 
the White House?
-Real Estate agents in Delaware
-Can I keep Pence in the White House 
just for one night of fun ;)
-How to become friends with John 
King
-Is Hamilton a good musical?
-How to get a Canadian Visa?
-How to convince someone Covid is 
real
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Staff “Fruit-in-Jars” Box
Gen Z attitude 

with Boomer back-
pain and techno-

logical skills

-Anonymous coorespondent

THE MEMES OF TRUTH
Here are some of the best election memes I have stumbled upon recently. Take these as true fact.

Dear Sir, I completely understand your point of view, I thank you for sharing your views and pushing important 
political discourse and I feel sorry for what you and your group have gone through. However my friend there 
is one silver lining in all of this, at least now you get just a little sneak peak or a taste as to what it means to be 
a black man or woman living in a White America. You being afraid to speak out because of retribution should 
give you an idea of what my community has had to go through for over 400 years since before the inception of 
this country.

TO STEWART MOORE

JAM
I recently found myself wondering what is the difference be-
tween jam and jelly. Upon further investigation, I realized how 
many different types of fruit-in-jars combinations there are. It 
actually blew my mind. Some are just for citrus fruits, some 
are for sliced fruits, some are for whole fruits, etc. The possi-
bilites are endless. I have included a diagram that I found most 
helpful in explaining the differences between all the jarred 
fruit combinations. I hope this can help others like me who 
are stuck in a state of fruity confusion. My least favorite is the 
curd because I don’t like eggs and the word “curd” is gross to 
me. Please share with me your least favorite type of fruit-in-a-
jar. My only quam with this diagram is that it left out compote, 
which is one of the most important types of broken-down-fruit 
combination. 

-Katie Kerrigan, Jam Enthusiast


